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What GAO Found

In May 2012, 194 member states approved components of the World Health Organization’s (WHO) reform agenda, encompassing three broad areas—priority-setting, governance, and management reforms—that generally address the challenges identified by stakeholders. According to WHO officials, member state representatives, and other stakeholders, some of the challenges facing WHO include its (1) lack of clear organizational priorities; (2) lack of predictable and flexible financing; and (3) highly decentralized organizational structure. In developing its reform agenda, WHO consulted with member states, employees, and other parties to gather their views and feedback. In addition, WHO has commissioned three ongoing evaluations to provide input into the reform process. The first stage of one of the planned evaluations was conducted by WHO's External Auditor, which concluded in March 2012 that WHO’s reform proposals are comprehensive in addressing challenges faced by the organization. WHO continues to consult with member states on priority-setting and governance proposals, which generally require extensive deliberation and consensus from member states. In November 2011, the WHO Executive Board approved WHO's management reform proposals in several areas, and requested further development of proposals in other areas. In May 2012, WHO developed a high-level implementation and monitoring framework that includes reform objectives, selected activities, 1-year and 3-year milestones, and intended impacts. Certain factors could impede WHO’s ability to successfully implement its reform proposals, including the availability of sufficient financial and technical resources and the level of sustained support from internal and external stakeholders.

The United States has provided input into WHO’s reform agenda, particularly in the areas of transparency and accountability, but the Department of State’s (State) tool for assessing progress in the area of management reform could be enhanced. On priority-setting, the United States has advocated for WHO to maintain its focus on certain functions such as setting regulations and standards for international health. In consultations on governance, the U.S. delegation to WHO has commented on a range of proposals WHO has put forth, including those on engagement with other global health stakeholders. On management reforms, the United States has supported an agenda for greater transparency and accountability. The U.S. delegation has advocated for a number of reforms to improve WHO’s internal and external oversight mechanisms and supported reforms in budgeting, planning, and human resources. Additionally, State has established an assessment tool to measure progress on transparency and accountability mechanisms, which is a useful tool for guiding U.S. priorities and engagement with WHO, and could be helpful for monitoring WHO’s progress in implementing certain management reforms. However, we found weaknesses in State’s assessment tool, including an unclear basis for State’s determinations on certain elements in its assessment of WHO, as well as a lack of clarity in the definitions used in the assessment. According to State officials, State provides guidance to officials completing these assessments but acknowledged that the process does not fully mitigate risks to data reliability.
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The World Health Organization (WHO) is the directing and coordinating authority for global health within the United Nations (UN) system. In this capacity, WHO is responsible for providing leadership on important global health matters such as setting standards and guidelines for international health, providing technical support on public health to countries, and monitoring and assessing global health trends. The United States is a key participant in WHO’s governing bodies and the largest donor to WHO, contributing about $219 million, or 22 percent, to WHO’s regular, assessed budget for 2010 and 2011,¹ as well as more than $475 million, or about 16 percent, to WHO’s voluntary budget.²

In January 2010, WHO’s Director-General initiated discussions with member states on the predictability and flexibility of WHO’s financing and how its funding could be better aligned with its priorities. Through a series of continued consultations and deliberations, member states and other stakeholders raised a wide range of other concerns, including questions about WHO’s core business in an increasingly complex and changing global health environment, its role in global health governance, and its organizational effectiveness and efficiency. Accordingly, WHO developed an agenda that expanded beyond financing concerns to address three broad areas of reform: (1) priority-setting, to refocus its efforts on what it can do best and establish a process to determine its priorities; (2)

¹WHO’s biennial budget is based on a 2-year budget period.

²WHO’s budget is comprised of assessed contributions from member states, which are based on the assessed dues for each country, as well as voluntary contributions provided by member states and other entities on a voluntary basis. Voluntary contributions are often specified for certain issues such as particular diseases.
governance, to improve the effectiveness of its governing bodies and strengthen its engagement with other global health stakeholders, including nongovernmental organizations and private industry; and (3) management, to address issues such as human resources, results-based planning, and accountability. Implementation of WHO’s reform agenda remains in the early stages.

As the largest financial contributor to the UN, the United States holds a strong interest in the progress of UN reform initiatives and has advocated for comprehensive management reform at UN agencies, including WHO. Accordingly, the U.S. Department of State (State) developed the United Nations Transparency and Accountability Initiative (UNTAI), to promote greater efficiency, effectiveness, transparency, and accountability among UN agencies, including WHO. As part of this initiative, State developed an assessment tool that it uses to conduct annual assessments to measure UN agency performance and progress in eight goals related to transparency and accountability. Additionally, the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) is responsible for coordinating U.S. government input into the policies and decisions of health-related international organizations, including WHO.

As part of our continuing work on UN management reform, this report examines (1) the steps WHO has taken to develop and implement a reform agenda that aligns with the challenges identified by the organization, its member states, and other stakeholders; and (2) the input the United States has provided to WHO reforms.

To address these objectives, we reviewed relevant WHO documents and U.S. government data and documents including position papers, talking points, and speeches, and met with officials from State and HHS, including the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), and the U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID). We also assessed the UNTAI assessment tool, which State uses to measure the performance and progress of UN agencies, including WHO, on transparency and accountability. In Washington, D.C., and during fieldwork in Geneva, Switzerland, in December 2011, we interviewed WHO officials and officials at the U.S. Mission to the UN in Geneva (USUN-Geneva), as well as representatives from 15 other member states.

3See Related GAO Products at the end of this report.
missions, and a range of other global health stakeholders. In addition, we held telephone or in-person meetings with officials from each of the six WHO regional offices as well as five country offices. We conducted this performance audit from August 2011 to July 2012 in accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives. We believe the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives. (see app. I for further details on our objectives, scope, and methodology).

To improve U.S. assessment of WHO reform, we are recommending that the Secretary of State enhance its guidance on completing State’s assessment tool for monitoring WHO’s progress in implementing transparency and accountability reforms. We requested comments on a draft of this report from the Departments of State and HHS, USAID, and WHO. State and WHO provided written comments that are reprinted in appendixes III and IV of this report. State generally endorsed the main findings and conclusions of our report. State agreed that its process for conducting its assessment for monitoring progress in implementing transparency and accountability reforms could be strengthened and accepted GAO’s recommendation to revise its guidance for completing these assessments. State also offered some clarifications and additional context regarding its assessments. WHO also concurred with the main conclusions of our report and noted that the conclusions broadly converge with those of the evaluation conducted by WHO’s External Auditor. In addition, State, HHS, USAID, and WHO provided technical comments that we incorporated into this report, as appropriate.

Background

WHO Structure and Governance

WHO was established in 1948 as the directing and coordinating authority on global health within the UN system. WHO’s stated mission is the attainment by all peoples of the highest possible level of health. WHO experts produce health guidelines and standards and assist countries in addressing public health issues. WHO membership is comprised of 194 countries and associate members that meet every year at the World
Health Assembly, WHO's supreme governing body, to set policy and approve the budget. The work of the World Health Assembly is supported by an Executive Board that meets at least twice a year and is composed of 34 members who are technically qualified in the field of health and who hold 3-year terms. The main functions of the Executive Board are to carry out the decisions and policies of the World Health Assembly, provide advice, and facilitate its work. WHO is headed by the Director-General, who is appointed by the World Health Assembly every 5 years. WHO is staffed by approximately 8,000 health and other experts and support staff, working at WHO headquarters in Geneva, Switzerland; six regional offices; and 147 country offices. Each WHO region has a regional committee comprised of representatives from the region's member states, which formulates policies and programs and supervises the work of the regional offices. The regional committees also provide input into global policy and program development through regional consultations. WHO country offices support host countries in policy making, capacity building, and knowledge management, among other things, in the public health sector. Figure 1 shows the WHO regions, their program budgets for 2010 through 2011, and staffing levels.

---

4"Associate members" refers to territories that are not responsible for the conduct of their international relations that may be admitted to WHO upon application made on their behalf by the member or other authority responsible for their international relations.

5The current Director-General was appointed by the World Health Assembly in November 2006, and appointed for a second term at the 65th World Health Assembly in May 2012. Her current term runs through June 2017.

6WHO regional offices are located in Brazzaville, Congo (African region); Cairo, Egypt (Eastern Mediterranean region); Copenhagen, Denmark (European region); Manila, Philippines (Western Pacific region); New Delhi, India (South-East Asian region); and Washington, D.C. (region of the Americas). The Pan American Health Organization (PAHO), the specialized health agency of the Inter-American System, also serves as the WHO regional office for the Americas as part of the UN system.
Notes: The Pan American Health Organization (PAHO), which serves as the WHO regional office for the Americas, receives funding directly from WHO, in addition to collecting its own assessed and voluntary contributions as a function of its separate role as a public international health organization.
for the Americas. The budget and staffing figures above indicate the portion of the WHO budget and staff allocated to PAHO. However, PAHO’s budget also includes funds collected directly from member states in the Americas.

Staffing data are as of December 31, 2011, and do not include 329 staff who work on WHO special programs and collaborative arrangements.

### WHO Budget

WHO’s total program budget for the 2010-2011 biennium was about $4.5 billion, with staff costs of more than 50 percent of its budget. For the 2010-2011 program budget, the portion of assessed contributions was about 21 percent of the total (approximately $900 million), while voluntary contributions accounted for about 79 percent of the total (approximately $3.6 billion). Voluntary contributions have increased from about 69 percent in 2004 to 2005 to 79 percent in 2010 to 2011 (see fig. 2).

#### Figure 2: WHO Biennial Program Budgets, from 2004 through 2011, by Funding Type

U.S. dollars in millions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$2.025</td>
<td>$2.577</td>
<td>$2.527</td>
<td>$2.540</td>
<td>$2.349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voluntary contributions</td>
<td>69%</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>77%</td>
<td>79%</td>
<td>76%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessed contributions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: WHO.
During the 2010-2011 biennium, the largest annual assessed contributions from member states came from the United States ($219 million), Japan ($135 million), Germany ($77 million), United Kingdom ($62 million), and France ($59 million).\(^7\) While member states are the only entities that provide assessed contributions to WHO's program budget, voluntary contributions come from a diverse group of more than 400 entities, including member states, foundations, nongovernmental organizations, UN agencies, and private sector companies. During the 2010-2011 biennium, the United States was the largest donor of voluntary contributions to the WHO, followed closely by the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation. During this time period, the top 10 donors to the WHO provided over two-thirds of its total voluntary contributions (see table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Donor</th>
<th>Voluntary contributions</th>
<th>Percentage of total</th>
<th>Cumulative percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>United States(^a)</td>
<td>$475</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>15.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bill &amp; Melinda Gates Foundation</td>
<td>467</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>30.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>307</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>40.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>46.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotary International</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>50.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>54.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Nations Development Program</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>57.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The GAVI Alliance(^a)</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>60.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European Commission</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>64.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>67.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>1,007</td>
<td>32.8</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total WHO voluntary contributions</strong></td>
<td><strong>$3,069</strong></td>
<td><strong>100</strong></td>
<td><strong>100</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: WHO data.

Notes: Funding data represent actual donor contributions to the WHO.

\(^7\)Figures are rounded.
According to WHO officials, most of WHO’s voluntary contributions budget is designated by donors for specific diseases and projects. WHO’s financial reporting identifies 13 areas, known as strategic objectives, among which its funding is distributed (see table 2). WHO’s program budget for 2010 through 2011 was about $4.5 billion. More than half of that amount was allocated for communicable diseases, HIV/AIDS, tuberculosis, and malaria, and WHO’s enabling and support functions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategic objective</th>
<th>Program budget</th>
<th>Percentage of program budget</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Communicable diseases</td>
<td>$1,268</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIV/AIDS, tuberculosis, and malaria</td>
<td>634</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enabling and support functions</td>
<td>524</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health systems and services</td>
<td>474</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergencies and disasters</td>
<td>364</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child, adolescent, maternal, sexual and reproductive health, and healthy aging</td>
<td>333</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHO leadership, governance, and partnerships</td>
<td>223</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk factors for health</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic noncommunicable conditions</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nutrition, food safety, and food security</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical products and technologies</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healthier environment</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social and economic determinants of health</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>$4,540</strong></td>
<td><strong>100</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: WHO data.

Note: Totals may not add due to rounding.
Origins of WHO Reform

In January 2010, the WHO Director-General convened representatives of member states for a high-level consultation on the predictability and flexibility of WHO’s financing, and other global health challenges such as WHO’s changing role in the international health arena and WHO priorities. While discussions to reform WHO initially began with a focus on its lack of predictable and flexible financing and the need for better alignment between its objectives and resources, WHO’s reform efforts have evolved to address more fundamental questions about its priorities, internal governance, role and engagement with other actors in the global health arena, and the managerial reforms needed to make the organization more effective and accountable. In 2010, WHO became concerned with its financial position, particularly due to increased costs resulting, in part, from a decline in the value of the U.S. dollar. In response, the organization implemented several cost-saving measures, such as reducing travel and publications costs.8 WHO’s financial concerns at the time and the results of two external evaluations of the organization served as additional rationales for WHO to undertake a broad management reform agenda.9 In May 2011, the World Health Assembly passed a resolution endorsing WHO’s overall direction of reform.

U.S. Participation in WHO

The United States is a major participant in WHO’s governing bodies, with HHS, State, USAID, and CDC playing key roles in participating in and representing U.S. interests in WHO. The Secretary of HHS leads the U.S. delegation to the World Health Assembly, and the Director of HHS’s Office of Global Affairs serves as the U.S. Representative to the WHO Executive Board.10 HHS is responsible for coordinating U.S. government input into the policies and decisions of health-related international organizations, including WHO. Programmatically, HHS collaborates

---

8Due to financial concerns, WHO conducted a staffing review in 2011 that resulted in the abolishment of 200 positions based in Geneva. During this period, 43 positions were created in WHO’s administrative and information technology center in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, to accommodate functions previously performed in Geneva. WHO expects these decisions to result in long-term cost savings.


10Member states are elected to serve 3-year terms on the Executive Board; the United States is currently serving a 3-year term that runs from 2010 through 2013.
closely with WHO through its agencies and offices, including CDC and
the National Institutes of Health (NIH). HHS’s efforts in conjunction with
WHO occur in areas such as HIV/AIDS, tuberculosis, mental health,
malaria, and polio eradication. HHS also participates in the governing
bodies of certain regional offices, including the regional offices for the
Americas and the Western Pacific.

HHS works closely with State’s Bureau of International Organization
Affairs, which has responsibility for issues related to budgets, audits,
human resources, and financial management. Preparation for the
governing body meetings, such as the World Health Assembly, is a
process that includes coordination among HHS, State, USAID and other
stakeholders throughout the year in the development of U.S. policy
positions and programmatic strategies. In addition to governing body
meetings, USUN-Geneva leads day-to-day engagement with WHO
officials, with support from HHS, CDC, State, and USAID. There are 35
CDC staff assigned to WHO offices throughout the world, including 9 staff
at WHO headquarters in Geneva working in areas such as measles, flu,
and polio. According to HHS officials, other U.S. agencies also
periodically work with WHO on health issues. For example, the
Department of Defense works with WHO on health security and disease
detection, and in September 2011, WHO and the U.S. government signed
a memorandum of understanding regarding cooperation on global health
security initiatives. In addition, USAID has several ongoing grants to
WHO, including headquarters and the country and regional offices, in
areas such as influenza, malaria, maternal and child health, and
HIV/AIDS.

U.S. Support for UN
Reform

The United States has long supported UN reform initiatives and has
advocated for comprehensive management reform at UN agencies,
including WHO. In 2005, a number of management reforms were
introduced to improve transparency and accountability initiatives at the
UN. However, other entities in the UN lagged far behind in improving
transparency and accountability, according to the U.S. Mission to the UN
and officials from State’s Bureau of International Organization Affairs. As
a result, in 2007, the United States developed UNTAI to promote more
efficiency, effectiveness, transparency, and accountability among UN
agencies, including WHO. UNTAI identifies eight goals for which member
states can exercise greater oversight and increased transparency and
accountability to ensure efficiency and effectiveness. These goals include
public access to all relevant documentation related to operations and
activities, whistleblower protection policies, financial disclosure programs,
an effective ethics office, independence of the respective internal oversight bodies, and adoption of international accounting standards.

As part of this initiative, State conducts regular assessments to measure UN agency performance and progress in the eight goals laid out by UNTAI. The assessment presents information concerning the status of each assessed agency against specific benchmarks established by State. These assessments are intended to help the U.S. government identify weaknesses and prioritize engagement at individual UN agencies. In 2011, State established UNTAI phase 2 and revised the UNTAI goals and benchmarks from UNTAI phase 1. UNTAI phase 1 sought to extend reforms already in place at the UN Secretariat to the rest of the UN system, while UNTAI phase 2 was designed to build on UNTAI’s successes and focus on further raising accountability standards for the UN system. For example, UNTAI phase 2 added oversight of procurement because the United States has identified this as a high-risk area. Other changes to the UNTAI assessment tool include enterprise risk management and ethics issues such as nepotism, post-employment restrictions, and conflicts of interest.

WHO developed a reform agenda that generally aligns with the challenges identified by stakeholders. In May 2012, member states approved components of WHO’s reform agenda, encompassing three broad areas—priority setting, governance, and management reforms—that generally align with challenges identified by stakeholders. According to WHO officials, member state representatives, and other stakeholders, some of the challenges facing WHO include (1) its lack of clear organizational priorities; (2) lack of predictable and flexible financing; and (3) highly decentralized organizational structure. In developing its reform agenda, WHO consulted with member states, employees, and other parties to gather their views and feedback. In addition, WHO has commissioned three ongoing evaluations to provide input into the reform process. The first stage of one of the planned evaluations, conducted by WHO’s External Auditor and completed in March 2012, concluded that WHO’s reform proposals are generally comprehensive in addressing challenges raised by member states and other stakeholders.\textsuperscript{11}

\textsuperscript{11}WHO’s External Auditor, currently the Comptroller and Auditor General of India, authored the \emph{Evaluation Report of Stage 1 of Reform Proposals of WHO}, 2012.
WHO’s Reform Agenda Covers Three Broad Areas

continues to consult with member states on priority-setting and governance proposals, which may require extensive deliberation and consensus from member states. In November 2011, the WHO Executive Board approved WHO’s management reform proposals in several areas, and requested further development of proposals in other areas. In May 2012, WHO developed a high-level implementation and monitoring framework that includes reform objectives, selected reform activities, 1-year and 3-year milestones, and intended results. Certain factors could impede WHO’s ability to successfully implement its reform proposals, including the availability of sufficient financial and technical resources and the extent of support from internal and external stakeholders.

In May 2012, member states approved components of WHO’s reform agenda that encompass three broad areas—priority-setting, governance, and management. In the area of priority-setting, WHO seeks to focus its efforts and narrow the scope of its work to what it can do best. WHO also seeks to improve member states’ governance of the organization and strengthen its leadership role in the global health arena. Management proposals include efforts to increase WHO’s effectiveness by improving its financing, human resources policies, results-based planning, and accountability and transparency mechanisms. Table 3 outlines WHO’s three areas of reform and some of WHO’s rationales for the reforms in each area.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area of reform</th>
<th>Rationale for reform</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Priority-setting</td>
<td>• Establishment of organizational priorities • WHO priority-setting has not been sufficiently selective or strategically focused. As a result, WHO is overcommitted and works in too many global health areas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Governance</td>
<td>• Effectiveness of WHO internal governance structures • WHO’s internal governance structures need to have a more strategic and disciplined approach to priority-setting. • Oversight of the programmatic and financial aspects of the organization needs to be enhanced. • The efficiency and inclusivity of the intergovernmental consensus-building process needs to be enhanced. • The duration, timing, and sequencing of the sessions of the WHO governing body meetings are not optimal. • WHO’s role in global health governance needs to be clarified and strengthened. • The global health community has greatly expanded, leading to a number of global health organizations with overlapping roles and responsibilities.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Area of reform

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Management</th>
<th>Rationale for reform</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Alignment of WHO headquarters, regional, and country offices</td>
<td>WHO has a decentralized organizational structure, and roles and responsibilities of the three levels of the organization need to be better defined.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- WHO financing</td>
<td>WHO faces a misalignment between what its governing bodies approve in terms of strategic direction, the budget for the organization, and the resources available. Voluntary contributions, which represent the major source of WHO’s funding, are often highly specified and not aligned with WHO’s program budget. The current level of assessed contributions is not sufficient to carry out WHO’s work. The cost of WHO’s administration is not adequately financed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Human resources policies and management</td>
<td>WHO faces a mismatch between its funding and human resources policies. WHO’s human resources policies focus on long-term employment while the organization’s funding is largely for short-term projects. The process of recruiting staff is overly complex and lengthy. Performance management tools are not sufficiently used to evaluate staff performance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Results-based management</td>
<td>WHO faces challenges in measuring its contributions to health outcomes. WHO resources, outputs, and outcomes are not clearly linked.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Accountability and transparency</td>
<td>WHO audit and oversight system has limited capacity. WHO lacks timely, validated information about its results and resources to provide to member states and governing bodies. Enforcement of WHO’s current accountability and transparency mechanisms is not robust. WHO’s current policies on conflicts of interest and information disclosure are insufficient to deal with the growing complexities of global health.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Independent evaluation</td>
<td>WHO does not have an evaluation policy that has been endorsed by its governing bodies, nor does it routinely make its evaluation reports public. WHO lacks an established mechanism for oversight of evaluation by the governing bodies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Strategic communications</td>
<td>WHO is unable to project a coherent sense of the organization and its achievements.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: GAO summary of WHO information.

WHO Undertook Consultations in Developing a Reform Agenda that Generally Aligns with Challenges Identified by Stakeholders

WHO’s reform agenda generally aligns with the challenges identified by WHO officials, member states, and other global health organizations we interviewed. According to WHO officials, member state representatives, and other stakeholders, some of the challenges facing WHO include (1) its lack of clear organizational priorities, (2) lack of predictable and flexible financing, and (3) highly decentralized organizational structure. For example, WHO officials and several global health stakeholders stated that, because most of WHO’s funding comprises voluntary contributions specified for certain activities, WHO’s ability to allocate resources according to its priorities are limited. WHO officials further commented that, while maternal and child health activities and achieving the health-related UN Millennium Development Goals are priorities for the
organization, these areas are generally underfunded because donors specify funding for other program areas. In addition, stakeholders stated that WHO’s decentralized organizational structure and autonomous regional offices limit the regional and country offices’ accountability to WHO headquarters and the coherence of WHO’s efforts.

WHO took a number of steps to consult with member states, employees, and other parties to gather their views and feedback on its reform agenda. These consultations are in accordance with a WHO Executive Board decision in May 2011 to establish a transparent, member-state-driven, and inclusive process of consultation to support the development of its reform agenda and proposals. Accordingly, in a previous GAO report, we reported that early, frequent, and clear, two-way communication of information with employees and stakeholders is considered a good practice when undergoing a major organizational change because it allows stakeholders to provide input and take ownership of the change.\(^\text{12}\) Figure 3 provides a timeline of WHO consultations with internal and external stakeholders on its reform agenda.

We previously reported that a successful organizational transformation must involve employees and their representatives from the beginning to promote their ownership of and investment in the changes occurring in the organization.\(^{13}\) We also identified the use of employee teams

\(^{13}\)GAO-03-669.
WHO Consulted with External Stakeholders through Various Means

WHO used a variety of means to consult with external stakeholders, such as member states, on its reform agenda. As decided at the May 2011 Executive Board session, WHO used private web-based consultations to collect feedback from member states from June through November 2011 and from January through February 2012. WHO also held a 3-day special session of the Executive Board in early November 2011 that was focused on reform. During this session, the WHO Director-General presented WHO’s proposals for reform, based on its consultations with member states, as well as a high-level road map for further development of the proposals. The Executive Board made decisions related to the three areas of reform and identified further work to be carried out by the WHO Secretariat. WHO also formally and informally briefed member state missions on its reform proposals and the progress of its reform plans. For example, WHO regional committee meetings that occurred during the fall of 2011 served as platforms for consultations with their member states. According to WHO officials, because reform has generally been a member state-driven process, WHO consultation with nongovernmental organizations and private industry has been more limited than its engagement with member states. However, WHO invited nongovernmental organizations in “official relations” with WHO to submit their comments on its reform agenda.14 According to WHO officials, it has

14Nongovernmental organizations in “official relations” with WHO are those organizations that fulfill a set of WHO criteria, such as having an international scope of work and focusing on development work in health and health-related fields. Such organizations have the right to appoint a representative to participate, without right of vote, in WHO meetings.
also convened three informal dialogues with nongovernmental organizations since late 2011.

At the November 2011 special session on reform of the WHO Executive Board, the Board decided to commission three ongoing evaluations to provide input to the reform process. WHO commissioned a two-stage independent evaluation, the first stage of which was conducted by WHO’s External Auditor during February and March of 2012. The first stage of the evaluation consisted of a review of the comprehensiveness and adequacy of WHO’s reform proposals in finance, human resources, and governance. The External Auditor concluded that WHO’s reform proposals were generally comprehensive in addressing concerns raised by member states and other stakeholders. The External Auditor also concluded that WHO followed an inclusive process of deliberations and that it held a wide range of consultations with stakeholders, but that it could have taken additional steps to consult with non-member state donors to the organization. The External Auditor recommended that WHO develop plans to prioritize the implementation of its various reform proposals; identify desired outputs, outcomes, and impact; explain the implications of new changes to affected parties; and maintain regular communication with those concerned about the progress of WHO’s reform proposals.

Stage two of the evaluation is intended to focus, in particular, on the coherence between and functioning of WHO’s three organizational levels—headquarters, regions, and country offices—and build on the results of the stage one evaluation. The second stage of the evaluation is also intended to inform reform discussions at the May 2013 World Health Assembly.

In addition, at the request of the WHO Executive Board, the UN Joint Inspection Unit (JIU) is conducting evaluations of WHO’s management and administration practices and of the decentralization of WHO offices. The objectives of the JIU reviews are to (1) assess the management and

\[^{15}\text{The JIU is the only independent external oversight body of the UN system. It is mandated to conduct evaluations, inspections, and investigations of the UN system, including the specialized agencies. The JIU conducted earlier reviews of WHO’s decentralization and management and administration issues. See Joint Inspection Unit, Decentralization of Organizations within the United Nations system. Part III: The World Health Organization (JIU/REP/93/2), and Joint Inspection Unit, Review of Management and Administration in the World Health Organization (WHO) (JIU/REP/2001/5).}^{15}\]
administration practices in WHO and identify areas for improvement; and (2) assess the degree of decentralization and delegation of authority among the WHO headquarters and the regional and country offices, as well as current coordination mechanisms and interactions among the three levels. The results of the JIU reviews are intended to provide input into WHO’s decisions on reform. JIU aims to present a report covering its two reviews to the WHO Executive Board in January 2013.

Reform Proposals for Member State Consideration Have Been Developed

In May 2012, member states endorsed components of WHO’s reform agenda and requested additional work in certain areas. According to WHO, some of the reform proposals can be implemented relatively quickly while others require more detailed consideration and planning. WHO officials stated that decisions regarding WHO priority-setting and governance are driven by member states and will require their extensive deliberation and consensus. WHO continues to consult with member states on priority-setting and governance proposals, while taking steps to further develop and implement its management reform proposals.

WHO Has Identified Criteria for Establishing Its Priorities

According to WHO officials, the organization is trying to identify criteria for establishing its priorities and determine the global health areas it should focus on and where it is best placed to add value. Since WHO’s creation in 1948, many other global health efforts have been initiated; thus, there is a need to ensure that WHO’s work is focused on the areas in which it has a “unique function” and comparative advantage. Accordingly, WHO aims to establish a clear set of priorities to guide its resource allocation processes and results-based planning activities. Over 90 member states convened at a session on priority-setting in February 2012. They reached consensus on the criteria and the categories of work that will serve as guidance for the development of WHO’s priorities, as laid out in its strategic framework and program budget to be approved by the World Health Assembly in May 2013. Agreed-upon criteria for determining WHO’s priorities include current health problems, including the burden of disease at the global, regional, or country levels; the needs of individual countries as articulated in their WHO country strategies; and WHO’s comparative advantage, including its capacity to gather and analyze data in response to current and emerging health issues. WHO has also established five technical categories that will provide the primary structure of its program budget and include (1) communicable diseases; (2) noncommunicable diseases; (3) promoting health through the life course; (4) strengthening of health systems; and (5) preparedness, surveillance, and response. WHO will define priorities in each of these categories. However, according to WHO, even when priorities are identified, there is
no guarantee that funding for priority areas will be available in part due to the common practice of specifying voluntary funds for particular activities. WHO has developed proposals for some of its governance reforms; however, other areas will require further development, consultation, and member state consensus. Proposals to improve WHO’s governance are two-fold and entail (1) improving the effectiveness of WHO’s governing bodies, including its Executive Board, World Health Assembly, and regional committees; and (2) strengthening WHO’s leadership role in the global health arena. According to WHO, the Executive Board is currently prevented from fully exercising its oversight and executive role due to the demands it faces in preparing the agenda and work of the World Health Assembly. According to WHO, the number of agenda items before the World Health Assembly has risen over time, and a large number of resolutions have been adopted, some in areas that are not high priorities for global health. To increase the strategic decisionmaking of WHO governing body meetings, WHO proposals include structuring debate around its priorities. WHO proposals for harmonizing the operations of its regional committees include aligning their meeting agendas and connecting their work more closely with that of the Executive Board. WHO also plans to strengthen the oversight role of its committee that reviews program, budget, and administrative issues.

Although WHO aims to strengthen its engagement with the many stakeholders directly involved in the global health sector and to improve the coherence of their efforts, it lacks a current proposal on how to achieve these aims. WHO’s constitution describes two of its functions as (1) acting as the directing and coordinating authority on international health work and (2) establishing and maintaining effective collaboration with the UN, specialized agencies, and other global health organizations. Given the growing number of institutions—including foundations, partnerships, civil society organizations, and the private sector—that have a role in influencing global health policy, WHO reports that it is trying to determine how it can engage with a wide range of stakeholders. According to WHO, at the same time, it does not want to undermine its intergovernmental nature or open itself to undue influence by parties with vested interests.

In 2011, WHO proposed a forum to explore ways in which the major actors in global health could work more effectively together; however, WHO stakeholders did not support this proposal. WHO’s concept paper proposed the idea of a “World Health Forum,” an informal, multi-stakeholder body composed of representatives of governments, civil
society organizations, private sector entities, and other relevant stakeholders. However, according to WHO, feedback from member states on this proposal was generally unsupportive because they did not want to create a forum that could potentially impinge upon the intergovernmental nature of WHO. In addition, some nongovernmental organizations were concerned that the proposed forum would allow private sector interests to influence decision-making in WHO. However, pharmaceutical industry representatives stated that the private sector has an important role to play in public health policy-making decisions. In May 2011, a group of nongovernmental organizations wrote a letter to WHO expressing concerns regarding the role of private bodies in the financing and governance of WHO. The nongovernmental organizations also expressed concern that the WHO reform proposals at the time did not adequately address the issue of how WHO planned to manage potential conflicts of interest for private institutions.

According to WHO, more discussion and consultation is necessary to identify how it will strengthen its engagement with external stakeholders. Since WHO set aside its World Health Forum proposal, WHO plans to consult with nongovernmental organizations on how it can effectively interact with them. In May 2012, member states requested that WHO present a draft policy document on its engagement with nongovernmental organizations to the Executive Board in January 2013. WHO also plans to hold a series of structured consultations concerning its relationship with private commercial entities and to develop a draft policy document on its guidelines for interacting with private entities to be presented to the Executive Board in May 2013.

WHO concerns in the area of global health governance also include a concern that, in light of the growing expansion of the number of global health initiatives and partnerships, a number of global health organizations have overlapping roles and responsibilities. For example, WHO recognizes a need to delineate the roles and responsibilities between itself; the Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis, and Malaria; and the GAVI Alliance, particularly in the area of providing technical assistance at the country level. WHO is involved in several formally structured partnerships, some hosted by WHO and others by independent entities that include WHO as part of their governing bodies. WHO reports that it aims to strengthen the Executive Board’s oversight over its partnerships.
WHO Management Proposals and Actions Encompass a Wide Range of Areas

Management reforms encompass a broad range of areas, including efforts to (1) improve the predictability and flexibility of WHO’s financing; (2) improve its human resource policies and practices; (3) strengthen WHO’s results-based management, accountability, and transparency systems. According to WHO, the provision of stronger and more effective support to countries is a key outcome of its management reforms. At the November 2011 special session of the Executive Board, the Board approved WHO’s management reform proposals in several areas and requested the development of proposals in other areas. To improve the predictability and flexibility of its financing, WHO proposed setting up a dialogue with donors after the approval of its program budget by the World Health Assembly, followed by a financing dialogue in which donors publicly make funding commitments that are aligned with the budget. To improve its human resource policies and practices, WHO proposed the development of a revised workforce model and contract types; streamlined recruitment and selection processes; improved performance management processes; a staff mobility and rotation framework; and enhanced staff development and learning opportunities. To strengthen WHO’s accountability, and transparency systems, WHO proposed a strengthened internal control framework and conflict of interest policy; increased capacity of its audit and oversight office; improved monitoring and reporting; and the establishment of an information disclosure policy and an ethics office. WHO has begun implementing some of its management reform proposals. For example, according to WHO, it took steps to strengthen the staffing of its internal audit and oversight office and developed a draft formal evaluation policy for consideration and approval by the WHO Executive Board. According to WHO officials, although member states approved the implementation of many WHO management reform proposals, they requested that WHO further develop its proposals to increase the flexibility and transparency of WHO financing and present its proposals to the Executive Board in January 2013.

Multiple Challenges Could Impede the Successful Implementation of WHO Reform

Multiple challenges could affect the success of WHO reform implementation. WHO developed a high-level implementation and monitoring framework that included reform objectives, selected activities, 1-year and 3-year milestones, and intended results for consideration by the May 2012 World Health Assembly. For example, to improve WHO’s human resources practices, WHO set a 1-year milestone of conducting regular reviews of its staffing levels and a 3-year milestone of comprehensively integrating its human resources planning into its program planning and budgeting processes. WHO’s intended result for these efforts is staffing that is more closely matched to needs at all levels.
of the organization. We previously reported that, when undergoing an organizational change, it is important to establish implementation goals, a timeline, estimated costs for achieving the goals, and performance measures—all of which help build momentum and monitor progress.\textsuperscript{16} While the framework contains some of these elements, WHO has not yet identified the estimated costs for the implementation of its reform program or defined performance measures, which would serve as an objective means by which to track the organization’s progress in achieving its reform objectives. WHO officials have noted that they are currently developing an implementation plan that will include input from its member states and regional and country offices. Officials also noted that the components of its reform agenda will be implemented at various stages, and that as its reform efforts proceed, WHO will provide periodic updates on its progress to its governing bodies. Key challenges that could impede WHO’s ability to successfully implement its reform proposals include the following:

- \textit{Availability of sufficient resources.} According to WHO officials, implementation of its reform proposals will require financial and technical resources, and some of its reform proposals have significant resource implications, which must be carefully considered.\textsuperscript{17}

- \textit{Extent of support from internal and external WHO stakeholders.} Changes to WHO’s established structures and processes will require support and commitment from WHO’s internal and external stakeholders. Stakeholders raised concerns that, due to the autonomous nature of WHO’s regional offices, WHO’s reform proposals might not be implemented uniformly across the entire organization. In addition, WHO proposals to increase delegation of authority and strengthen its country offices will require the support of WHO’s regional governing bodies and offices. WHO will require the support and consensus of member states to carry its reform proposals forward.

\textsuperscript{16}GAO-03-669.

\textsuperscript{17}WHO’s budget for the development phase of the reform is about $6.27 million and includes costs for consultations and meetings of the governing bodies, secretariat costs, and the independent evaluation. According to WHO, member states have provided about $3.04 million in funding thus far, resulting in a funding gap of about $3.23 million.
The United States has provided input into WHO’s reform agenda, particularly in the areas of transparency and accountability, but State’s tool to assess the progress of management reforms could be enhanced.

On priority-setting, the United States has advocated for WHO to maintain its focus on certain functions such as setting norms and standards for international health. On consultations on governance, the U.S. delegation has commented on a range of proposals put forth by WHO, including those on engagement with other global health stakeholders. On management reforms, the United States has supported increased transparency and accountability mechanisms at WHO; however, State’s tool for monitoring progress in this area could be enhanced.

In priority-setting consultations, the U.S. delegation has advocated for WHO to maintain its focus on normative functions such as setting standards and guidelines, as well as other areas such as health security and communicable diseases. According to talking points used in preparation for governing body meetings, the U.S. delegation has stressed the need for WHO to remain focused on its core functions of setting standards and guidelines for global health. HHS officials noted that one of the main challenges facing WHO is the development of a narrower set of clear priorities and the need to focus on areas where it has a strategic advantage. According to State and HHS officials, the United States advocated that WHO maintain its focus on normative-setting functions such as setting norms and standards for international health. HHS officials stated that WHO is uniquely positioned to be the international authoritative body for establishing rules and technical standards and conducting monitoring activities. For example, WHO is the major international counterpart for CDC on outbreak control and identifying potential global health threats. Officials from State and USUN-Geneva also stated that U.S. priorities for WHO are focused on its normative functions of setting standards and guidelines. For example, State officials noted that the U.S. government wants WHO to focus on its processes to ensure safe medicines and vaccines, including WHO’s drug prequalification process and essential medicines list. These U.S. officials stated that WHO’s main mission should be to remain the international authority for global health on norms and standards.
The U.S. delegation also advocated for a number of other health priorities for WHO, including improving health security and preventing communicable diseases. According to talking points used in preparation for governing body meetings, the U.S. delegation highlighted the importance of including health security and communicable diseases among WHO’s priorities. In addition, State and USUN-Geneva officials cited health security as a key U.S. priority for WHO. State officials noted that U.S. priorities for global health involve protecting the health of Americans at home and abroad; the health security functions of WHO are thus important for achieving this goal. An official from USUN-Geneva noted that health security involves a number of components such as enhancing pandemic preparedness, setting international health norms, and eradicating certain diseases such as small pox, and that WHO is in a unique position to provide leadership in these areas. HHS and State officials also stated that WHO is a critical partner with the United States in fighting communicable diseases such as polio and influenza. A State budget document stated that the U.S. benefits from WHO-sponsored cooperation on vital aspects of global health security, including containing the HIV/AIDS pandemic, preventing the spread of avian influenza and other emerging diseases, and addressing long-term threats to health such as bioterrorism and the spread of chronic diseases.

The United States has provided input on a range of WHO proposals in the governance area, according to a U.S. government document used in preparation for governing body meetings. For example, the U.S. delegation supported WHO proposals to improve engagement between WHO and outside stakeholders, such as other global health organizations. In addition, the United States commented on WHO proposals related to the frequency of governing body meetings and the linkages between regional and global policies and strategies. Specifically, the United States favors having the regions adapt global policies and strategies, rather than repeating the process of policy and strategy development at the regional level. In governance consultations, the U.S. delegation also pushed for a greater effort to define WHO’s strategic engagement in partnerships and the degree to which the partnerships meet WHO’s interests.
The United States has supported a Management Reform Agenda for Greater Transparency and Accountability, but State’s Tool to Assess Progress in These Areas Could be Enhanced

Management Reforms
The United States has supported increased transparency and accountability and improvements to budgeting and planning at WHO.

The United States has supported an agenda for greater transparency and accountability for WHO management reforms. According to State officials, State’s Bureau of International Organization Affairs takes the lead for the U.S. government on issues related to management reform and is responsible for pursuing management reforms throughout the UN system, including WHO. U.S. officials mentioned a number of U.S. goals in this area, including improving internal and external oversight mechanisms, budgeting and planning processes, and human resources and administrative reforms. According to State officials, cost effectiveness, efficiency, accountability, and monitoring and evaluation are key U.S. priorities for WHO reform.

The U.S. delegation has taken steps to advocate for a number of reforms to improve WHO’s internal and external oversight mechanisms. According to State officials, the United States encouraged the reestablishment of an independent audit committee for WHO. The previous audit committee was disbanded in 2005 amid concerns about its effectiveness, and a revamped audit committee was established in 2009. Officials also noted that State supports WHO in establishing a dedicated ethics office, which is currently under consideration as part of the proposed reforms. For example, according to WHO officials, the U.S. delegation introduced a proposal that would require the newly formed ethics office to report directly to the Program Budget and Administration Committee, thereby enhancing the independence of the office. In addition, according to a USUN-Geneva official, the United States pushed for improved independent evaluation at WHO, and WHO agreed in November 2011 to conduct an independent evaluation as an input into the reform process.

According to officials from USUN-Geneva, two additional management-related goals for the United States include improvements in the budgeting and planning process and human resources and administrative reforms. Specifically, the United States has emphasized that WHO makes the necessary changes to its budgeting and planning system to ensure that WHO resources are aligned with its stated objectives. For example, according to WHO officials, the U.S. delegation offered an amendment at the May 2012 Executive Board meeting to hold a special meeting of the Program Budget and Administration Committee in late 2012 in order to discuss WHO financing as well as other reform issues. The U.S. delegation also has advocated for human resources and personnel reforms to ensure that WHO staff have the appropriate skill set for the organization’s current needs. In particular, according to talking points prepared for governing body meetings, the United States pushed for a new workforce model to distinguish long-term functions from time-limited
projects and for a skills profile of staff at each level of the organization as a way to improve the organization’s effectiveness and flexibility. Officials from USUN-Geneva have met with officials from the WHO human resource office to advocate for reforms in this area. The United States also advocated to harmonize recruitment policies, increase the speed of hiring, improve performance management processes, and enhance staff development and learning. USUN-Geneva officials noted that WHO is taking steps to respond to the concerns and proposals raised by the United States and other member states as part of the reform agenda.

State established an assessment tool to measure progress on transparency and accountability mechanisms, a tool that could assist in monitoring the progress of management reforms. State’s UNTAI tool is used to assess approximately 20 UN agencies, including WHO, to monitor progress on eight goals related to transparency and accountability, with a number of specific benchmarks in each category. For example, the UNTAI goal “effective oversight arrangements” contains six benchmarks, including whether the external audit reports are publicly available online and if there are term limits for the external auditor. According to State officials, the UNTAI tool is not intended to cover the full range of U.S. goals and priorities in the area of management reform. For instance, the assessment tool does not cover certain U.S. priorities such as human resources and personnel systems, which is another key component of management reform.

UNTAI is a useful tool for guiding U.S. priorities and engagement on certain management issues. According to State officials, State assigned WHO “above average” scores on UNTAI criteria relative to other UN organizations, and the assessment identified certain areas for improvement. State’s UNTAI assessment scored WHO well in areas related to whistleblower protection and conflicts-of-interest policies. However, the WHO UNTAI assessment identified areas for improvement in certain areas, such as maintaining an independent ethics function. According to State officials, as a result of the goals laid out in UNTAI, the U.S. delegation pushed for the establishment of an independent audit committee at WHO. A USUN-Geneva official noted that the UNTAI assessment is used to guide U.S. priorities and engagement on issues related to transparency and accountability and to sharpen the U.S. position in these areas.

To conduct the UNTAI assessment, officials can use a number of strategies, according to State officials. State officials at the mission carry out the assessments, either by completing the tool themselves, or...
providing it to the UN organization to complete. For example, State
officials at the mission can collect information to complete the
assessment by interviewing officials from the UN agency, such as
representatives of an ethics or management office. In some cases, the
UNTAI assessment tool is provided to UN agency representatives as a
self-assessment exercise. According to State officials, the mission vets
the completed assessments and sends them to Washington for review.
For example, the most recent UNTAI assessment for WHO, covering
fiscal year 2011, was completed by WHO representatives and verified by
officials from USUN-Geneva and State in Washington, D.C.

According to State officials, State has provided some general guidelines
for completing UNTAI assessments to State officials at the mission in
addition to providing technical and agency-specific advice on an as-
needed basis. State provided information on the UNTAI goals and
benchmarks through cables to officials in the field in 2008 and 2011.
State officials noted that questions about the assessment tool are
answered through correspondence between the missions and State in
Washington. In addition, some State officials at the mission choose to
provide additional information with the assessment; however, State does
not require that supporting documentation accompany the assessments.
State officials at the mission completing the assessments are asked to
defend the assigned ratings to State officials in Washington and make an
evidence-based case for the assigned scores. According to State officials,
State consulted with officials in the field to develop the assessment tool
and such a consultative process helped to facilitate a shared
understanding among those completing and reviewing the assessments.
State officials also noted that the process of reviewing the UNTAI reports
in Washington helps to minimize errors, omissions, and inconsistencies,
but that this process does not fully mitigate risks to data reliability. State
officials mentioned that they are considering distributing a list of
frequently asked questions to officers in the field to aid in completing the
assessment in the upcoming fiscal year. In addition, State officials we
spoke with stated that the UNTAI tool was updated for 2011 and that they
recognize that areas for improvement and clarification may still exist, as
they often do with surveys and data collection instruments. An official at
USUN-Geneva welcomed improved guidance noting that this would assist
officials in the field in completing the assessment tool.

We found some weaknesses in State’s UNTAI assessment of WHO,
including an ambiguous rationale for State’s scores on certain
benchmarks. In reviewing State’s WHO UNTAI assessment, we could not
find support for State’s scoring on 14 of 50 benchmarks. For example, we
could not find support for State’s determination that WHO’s evaluation and management functions are autonomous. The comments submitted with the UNTAI assessment stated that most evaluation is decentralized and commissioned under individual technical areas. Therefore, the evaluation function is not functionally separate at an organizational level from those responsible for the design and implementation of the programs and operations evaluated, as specified in the UNTAI benchmarks. In addition, State’s WHO UNTAI assessment concluded that WHO consistently and objectively applied its policy on program support costs, which was approved by the member states; however, this policy does not appear to be consistently applied. The program support cost policy requires that 13 percent of all voluntary funding contributions are allocated to reimburse WHO for administering projects of voluntarily funded programs. However, according to WHO officials, many donors negotiate a program support charge averaging around 7 percent, rather than the standard rate of 13 percent, for their voluntary contributions.

We also found that State’s definitions of certain benchmarks used in State’s UNTAI tool were unclear and may lead to data reliability concerns. We analyzed State’s UNTAI tool to assess whether the tool is likely to gather accurate and consistent data. We found that 15 of 50 benchmarks in the UNTAI assessment tool required the judgment of the reviewer, due to the subject matter expertise required to complete the assessment, the lack of clarity on the benchmark definitions, or both. Certain benchmarks require an understanding of specific subject areas to accurately determine whether the benchmark has been met, and not all State officials completing the assessments have the required expertise in each area to make an accurate judgment. For example, the benchmark indicating whether or not the organization has an independent, transparent, effective, and fair bid protest process requires some knowledge related to acquisition and procurement rules to make such a determination. In addition, certain benchmarks use ambiguous or indefinite terminology, requiring the assessor to define the meaning of the terms before they can assess whether the benchmark has been met. For example, the determination of whether the organization has adequate staff and financial resources allocated to the evaluation function requires some judgment about the definition of adequate in this context. The UNTAI tool does not provide sufficient guidance to reviewers to assist in making these judgments and does not require documentation from the assessor to explain how such a judgment was made. See appendix II for further information on GAO’s analysis of the benchmarks in State’s UNTAI assessment tool.
WHO has undertaken an ambitious and comprehensive agenda for reform; however, as with other organizations undergoing major transformational change such as broad reforms, WHO faces potential challenges throughout implementation. WHO’s high-level implementation and monitoring framework includes important elements for planning organizational change, such as reform objectives, 1-year and 3-year milestones, and intended results. In addition, WHO is currently developing a detailed implementation plan, which would help WHO achieve its goals, including the creation of performance indicators to measure progress and identification of the estimated costs for implementing its broad reform agenda. Thus, success of WHO reform depends on the ability of WHO to sustain its efforts to establish such a comprehensive reform implementation plan, as well as other essential elements including consensus from member states and other internal and external stakeholders. The U.S. delegation has participated in numerous consultations on WHO reform and has been supportive of reforms to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the organization. The United States has been particularly supportive of WHO’s focus on its core functions of setting standards and guidelines, as well as a set of reforms improving the transparency and accountability mechanisms of the organization. State’s UNTAI assessment is a useful tool for shaping U.S. engagement with WHO and monitoring WHO progress in implementing certain management reforms related to UNTAI goals and benchmarks. However, there are weaknesses in the UNTAI assessment tool that generate concerns over the reliability of the information generated in these assessments, including the ambiguous rationale for State’s scores in particular areas and the lack of clarity in the definitions of certain benchmarks. Therefore, ensuring that the performance information resulting from the UNTAI assessment is useful and accurate is crucial for State’s ability to continue advocating for improvements at WHO and monitor WHO reform implementation in certain areas of management reform.

To improve U.S. assessment of WHO reform, we recommend that the Secretary of State enhance its guidance on completing State’s assessment tool for monitoring WHO’s progress in implementing transparency and accountability reforms by including, for example, a requirement to collect and submit supporting documentation with completed assessments.
Agency Comments and Our Evaluation

We requested comments on a draft of this report from the Departments of State and HHS, USAID, and WHO. State and WHO provided written comments that are reprinted in appendixes III and IV of this report. HHS and USAID did not provide written comments on this report.

State generally endorsed the main findings and conclusions of our report and concurred that WHO has undertaken an ambitious and comprehensive agenda for reform. State also agreed that the United States has advocated for and provided input into WHO's reform agenda, particularly in the areas of management, budgeting and planning, priority setting, governance, and financing. State agreed that its process for conducting its UNTAI assessment could be strengthened and accepted our recommendation to revise its guidance for completing these assessments. State noted that it is in the process of updating its assessment tool and plans to issue expanded guidance prior to the fiscal year 2012 ratings. State also clarified the context regarding its assessments. State noted that we overstated the need for subject matter expertise in determining whether some benchmarks on the UNTAI assessment tool have been met. We recognize that some officers in the field completing the assessment may benefit from the expertise of those in the Bureau of International Organization Affairs. However, we maintain that the UNTAI tool does not provide sufficient guidance to reviewers to assist in making these judgments and that this could lead to potential data reliability concerns. Furthermore, according to an official at USUN-Geneva, improved guidance would be welcome and would help officials in the field complete the assessment tool. In addition, State mentioned the need to balance the requirement for supporting documentation with the need to minimize the reporting burden on missions, WHO, and other UN organizations. We recognize State's concern about overburdening missions with reporting requirements and maintain that revised guidance would benefit both the missions and officers in Washington in preparing and reviewing these assessments.

In its comments, WHO concurred with the main conclusions of our report and stated that our review provides an important framework against which WHO and its member states can evaluate the reform's direction. WHO agreed that the reform proposals respond to the challenges identified by stakeholders, and that the consultation process has been inclusive and transparent. In addition, WHO noted that our conclusions broadly converge with those of the evaluation conducted by WHO's External Auditor. WHO also recognized that the development of a detailed implementation plan will be critical to ensure successful institutional change.
State, HHS, USAID, and WHO also provided technical comments that we have incorporated into this report, as appropriate.

As agreed with your offices, unless you publicly announce the contents of this report earlier, we plan no further distribution until 30 days from the report date. At that time, we will send copies to interested congressional committees, the Secretaries of State and HHS, the Administrator of USAID, the U.S. Permanent Representative to the UN in Geneva, the Director-General of WHO, and other interested parties. In addition, the report will be available at no charge on the GAO website at http://www.gao.gov.

If you or your staff have any questions about this report, please contact me at (202) 512-9601 or mellitot@gao.gov. Contact points for our Offices of Congressional Relations and Public Affairs may be found on the last page of this report. GAO staff who made major contributions to this report are listed in appendix V.

Sincerely yours,
Thomas Melito
Director, International Affairs and Trade
Appendix I: Scope and Methodology

This report examines (1) the steps the World Health Organization (WHO) has taken to develop and implement a reform agenda that aligns with the challenges identified by the organization, its member states, and other stakeholders; and (2) the input the United States has provided to WHO reforms.

To assess the steps that WHO has taken to develop and implement a reform agenda that aligns with the challenges identified by the organization, its member states, and other stakeholders, we conducted interviews in Washington, D.C., and in Geneva, Switzerland, with WHO officials, representatives of member states to the WHO, and a range of WHO stakeholders. We obtained their views on the challenges WHO faces and whether these challenges align with those addressed in WHO’s reform agenda. We also solicited their views on the steps WHO has taken to consult with internal and external stakeholders in developing and implementing its reform agenda. We interviewed WHO officials based in its headquarters office, six regional offices, and five country offices, including representatives of WHO’s reform team, task force on reform, and headquarters staff association. We interviewed officials from the U.S. Departments of State (State), Health and Human Services (HHS), Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID), and officials representing 15 other member states to WHO. We interviewed representatives from institutions such as the Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis, and Malaria and the GAVI Alliance; nongovernmental organizations, such as Doctors without Borders and the Institute of Medicine; and the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, one of the largest donors to the WHO. We also met with representatives of UN agencies, such as UNAIDS and the United Nations Development Program; private sector entities, including U.S. and international pharmaceutical research associations; and two research centers that review global health issues. In addition, we reviewed WHO documents on its reform agenda and process, including its evaluation plans and its implementation and monitoring framework for reform.

To examine U.S. support for WHO reforms, we met with officials from State, HHS, CDC, and USAID. We also conducted field work in Geneva, Switzerland, to meet with officials from USUN-Geneva, WHO, and other

1The GAVI Alliance was formerly known as the Global Alliance for Vaccines and Immunization.
member state missions to learn about U.S. participation in WHO reform discussions and collaboration with other WHO member states. We collected and reviewed relevant U.S. government documents, including budget documents, strategies, position papers, talking points, and speeches. Based on interviews with U.S. government officials and U.S. government documents, we conducted an analysis to identify possible U.S. government priorities for WHO reform. We also collected and analyzed data from State, HHS, CDC, and USAID on U.S. funding contributions to WHO. We determined that these data were sufficiently reliable for the purposes of presenting specific agency contributions to WHO.

To examine State’s United Nations Transparency and Accountability Initiative (UNTAI) tool to measure the performance and progress of UN agencies, including WHO, on transparency and accountability, we interviewed State officials at State’s Bureau of International Organization Affairs, which developed and uses the assessment tool. To examine the results of State’s assessment of WHO using the UNTAI tool, we interviewed officials at USUN-Geneva who are involved in completing the assessment of WHO. We also systematically reviewed State’s WHO UNTAI report to verify the basis for State’s determinations on each benchmark. Specifically, we examined State’s assigned score for each benchmark against the information WHO provided, noting benchmarks where the support for State’s determination was not clear. In addition, we reviewed the specific benchmarks used in State’s UNTAI tool to determine potential threats to the accuracy and consistency of the resulting assessments. To do so, we developed definitions of the types of judgment necessary to implement the tools, and two analysts independently applied those definitions to each benchmark. They then met to compare and resolve any differences. The two analysts agreed upon resolutions until there was 100 percent agreement on the coding. Finally, we met with officials from State’s Bureau of International Organization Affairs about the results of our review of the benchmarks and our analysis of WHO’s assessment results.

We conducted this performance audit from August 2011 to July 2012 in accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives. We believe the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives.
Appendix II: GAO Assessment of State’s UNTAI Assessment Tool

We performed a review of State’s United Nations Transparency and Accountability Initiative (UNTAI) assessment tool to better understand its potential usefulness for supporting State’s monitoring of management reforms. The usefulness of the data collected by the tool is affected by the degree to which the resulting data are complete and accurate,¹ which requires that the data gathered are clear and well defined enough to attain consistent results.² We reviewed the specific benchmarks used in State’s UNTAI tool to determine potential risks to the accuracy and consistency of the resulting assessments.³

In conducting our analysis, we developed a methodology for determining if the benchmarks in the assessment were clear and sufficiently defined to yield similar results when applied by different individuals. We found that the largest area of concern resulted from the judgment required when evaluating benchmarks. (A full description of our coding methodology and analysis can be found in app. I).

We identified the following two types of judgment necessary to implement the tool for 15 UNTAI benchmarks:

1. **Subject matter expertise** - Benchmarks that require an understanding of a specific area of knowledge to make an accurate determination. These are benchmarks for which professional judgment is necessary to accurately determine if the benchmark has been met. For example, one benchmark related to the training and qualification of procurement officials would require subject matter expertise in procurement to understand what qualifications or training might be appropriate for procurement professionals.

---


³Other factors relating to usefulness of information include completeness, timeliness, and ease of use. We limit the focus to accuracy and consistency because UNTAI is not the only tool State uses to monitor management reforms, and because determining whether the information produced using UNTAI is complete, timely, or easily used depends on the information State may obtain through other methods.
2. **Definitional judgment** - Benchmarks that require a determination of scope, size, or meaning. These are benchmarks in which ambiguous terminology or imprecise terms are used, which the assessor must define to assess whether the benchmark has been met. For example, this benchmark would require definitional judgment to determine if the level of qualifications and training would make an individual “qualified and trained.” Definitional judgment would also be needed to determine the proportion of the total number of professionals who must be “qualified and trained” for the agency to meet that benchmark.

### Judgment Is Needed for 15 of 50 Benchmarks in State’s Assessment Tool

We determined that 35 of the 50 benchmarks in UNTAI (70 percent) require neither subject matter expertise nor definitional judgment. Of the remaining 15 benchmarks, 5 (10 percent) require both definitional judgment and subject matter expertise to be assessed, 4 (8 percent) require subject matter expertise, and 6 (12 percent) require definitional judgment, which may affect the accuracy and consistency of the results for those benchmarks.

Of the nine benchmarks where subject matter expertise was required, we found knowledge would be needed in five relevant areas to complete the assessment: training and development, acquisitions and procurement, UN policies and practices, auditing and evaluation, and accounting standards. The accuracy and consistency of the individual determinations will depend, in part, on the assessors’ expertise in these five areas, and on their definitional judgment relative to other assessors. For example, one benchmark asks whether “funding arrangements facilitate effective and independent evaluations of the organization’s activities.” This benchmark requires subject matter expertise related to auditing and evaluation and definitional judgment about effectiveness to accurately assess the relevant UN agency. This judgment creates the potential that two assessors with different levels of subject matter expertise and who apply different definitional judgments could rate the same program differently. The potential variation in judgment and knowledge of the assessor could make the overall score of the UN agency vary from 2 to 5 points on UNTAI’s 5-point scale. Guidance on how to assess each of these benchmarks would serve to mitigate the need for judgment and reduce the risk of inconsistency in the assessments.
Appendix III: Comments from the Department of State

Note: GAO comments supplementing those in the report text appear at the end of this appendix.

United States Department of State
Controller
Washington, D.C., May 2012

JUL 09 2012

Dr. Loren Yager
Managing Director
International Affairs and Trade
Government Accountability Office
441 G Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20548-0001

Dear Dr. Yager:

We appreciate the opportunity to review your draft report, “WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION: Reform Agenda Developed, but U.S. Actions to Monitor Progress Could be Enhanced” GAO Job Code 320862.

The enclosed Department of State comments are provided for incorporation with this letter as an appendix to the final report.

If you have any questions concerning this response, please contact Matt Glockner, Program Analyst, Bureau of International Organization Affairs at (202) 647-6413.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

James L. Millette

cc: GAO – Thomas Melito
    IO – Esther D. Brimmer
    State/OIG – Evelyn Klemstine
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Department of State Comments on GAO Draft Report

WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION: Reform Agenda Developed, but U.S. Actions to Monitor Progress Could be Enhanced
(GAO-12-722, GAO Code 320862)

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your draft report entitled WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION: Reform Agenda Developed, but U.S. Actions to Monitor Progress Could be Enhanced. The Department of State has long been an ardent supporter of reform at the World Health Organization (WHO) and throughout the wider UN system and has, in particular, strongly supported the WHO reform agenda that started in earnest in 2010. The GAO’s report provides timely and useful information on a number of aspects of the WHO reform agenda.

The Department of State generally endorses the main findings and conclusions contained in the GAO report. We are pleased that the GAO report found that the United States has advocated for and provided input into WHO’s reform agenda, particularly in the areas of management and improvements to budgeting and planning, as well as priority setting, governance, and financing, and that the United States established a useful assessment tool to measure progress on specific reforms. We are also pleased the report acknowledges that WHO has undertaken and continues with an ambitious and comprehensive agenda for reforms focused on priority-setting, governance, and management reforms and has done so in a consultative manner with its Member States and stakeholders. We particularly value that the report notes that the long-term success of WHO reform depends on the ability of WHO to sustain its efforts through a comprehensive implementation plan, and a consensus from internal and external stakeholders.

The report makes one recommendation, relating to guidance for utilizing the Department’s assessment tool for monitoring progress via the U.S.-sponsored United Nations Transparency and Accountability Initiative (UNTAI). We agree that the UNTAI assessment process could be strengthened and accept GAO’s recommendation to revise guidance for completing the annual assessment tool. The Department of State is in the process of updating the assessment tool and plans to issue expanded guidance prior to the FY 2012 rating. The Department of State would also like to make some clarifications and amplifications concerning UNTAI.

First, we would like to emphasize that although GAO’s recommendation may be directed toward the use of the assessment tool for WHO, UNTAI is an effort that involves 24 organizations in the UN system including WHO, and as
such the recommendation has implications that extend beyond the scope of the present GAO report on WHO. We appreciate GAO’s observations related to WHO’s assessment and are studying how these might be applied to the broader UNTAI project.

Second, the assessment tool is not designed to be an audit or systematic evaluation of WHO management reforms or those of any other UN organization. The annual assessment is a limited scope survey of where WHO and other UN organizations stand on various management reform goals. While we appreciate the observations generated by the involvement of GAO’s methodologist, we developed UNTAI as a broad assessment tool to identify weaknesses and prioritize our engagement on reforms at WHO and elsewhere. We appreciate GAO’s acknowledgement that UNTAI has helped achieve management reforms at WHO such as the establishment of an audit committee. We believe that the assessment process will continue to encourage WHO to make progress on accountability and transparency reforms.

Third, we believe that GAO has overstated the need for subject matter expertise in determining whether some benchmarks on the UNTAI assessment tool have been met. The Office of Management Policy and Resources in the Bureau of International Organization Affairs designed the UNTAI assessment tool in consultation with Missions and other relevant offices and bureaus within the Department. The Office regularly answers subject matter and agency specific questions on the assessments for WHO and other UN organizations. In addition, the Office carefully reviews UNTAI reports to help minimize errors, omissions, and inconsistencies. We are in the process of developing a list of Frequently Asked Questions that will be posted on the Department’s intranet site for use by Missions. We believe that the existing review process combined with planned revisions and enhancements to the guidance for completing the assessment tool will address GAO’s concerns.

Finally, the Department would like to stress that it must balance a requirement for supporting documentation with the need to minimize the burden on Missions, the WHO, and other UN organizations. The UNTAI reporting process as it currently stands involves a significant investment of staff time by Missions and officers in Washington to prepare and review annual assessments. Collection and submission of supporting documentation could be beneficial and will be encouraged across the board; however, we will not specifically require such documentation except for instances where we might have specific questions or concerns about a particular benchmark or rating. The GAO report cites examples
where such follow-up would be useful to better enable the Department to monitor
the status of WHO reforms and advocate for further progress.

As the report illustrates, WHO has developed a reform agenda that is
generally aligned with the priorities of its stakeholders. WHO has been taking
positive steps to implement reforms in the areas of priority-setting, governance,
and management. We appreciate the report’s acknowledgment that the United
States has been actively involved in shaping and advancing the reform agenda, and
particularly our vigorous engagement on improving WHO’s transparency and
accountability mechanisms. We remain committed to working with WHO and
other member states to make further progress on the full range of reforms.
The following are GAO’s comments on the Department of State’s letter dated July 9, 2012.

1. We recognize that some officers in the field completing the assessment may benefit from the expertise of those in the Bureau of International Organization Affairs. However, we maintain that the UNTAI tool does not provide sufficient guidance to reviewers to assist in making these judgments and that this could lead to potential data reliability concerns. Furthermore, according to an official at USUN-Geneva, improved guidance would be welcome and would help officials in the field complete the assessment tool.

2. We recognize State’s concern about overburdening missions with reporting requirements and maintain that revised guidance would benefit both the missions and officers in Washington in preparing and reviewing these assessments.
Appendix IV: Comments from the World Health Organization

3 July 2012

Dear Mr. Melito,


The World Health Organization (WHO) welcomes the report issued by the United States Government Accountability Office (GAO) entitled “World Health Organization – Reform Agenda Developed, but U.S. Actions to Monitor Progress Could be Enhanced.” WHO appreciates the opportunity to provide feedback on the report and the United States Government’s strong interest in the reform of WHO. WHO acknowledges that GAO’s performance audit included a detailed review of reform-related documentation and consultations with Member States and a range of global health stakeholders. WHO shares the U.S. Government’s interest in seeing WHO improve performance and organizational efficiency underpinned by principles of accountability and transparency.

The detailed examination undertaken by GAO provides an important framework against which WHO and its Member States can evaluate the direction of the programme of reform in the context of current challenges facing the Organization. In this regard, WHO particularly welcomes GAO’s primary conclusions that the proposals which comprise WHO’s reform agenda respond to the challenges identified by stakeholders, and that the process of consultation has been inclusive and transparent. WHO notes that these conclusions broadly converge with those of the evaluation conducted by WHO’s External Auditor. In particular both studies stress the importance of improving the predictability and flexibility of the Organization’s financing, and of programmatic reforms that will ensure clear priority-setting.

World Health Organization

Mr Thomas Melito
Director, International Affairs and Trade
U.S. Government Accountability Office
441 G Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20548

Tel. direct: +41 22 791
Fax direct: +41 22 791
E-mail: ________________________________

In reply please refer to: ________________________________

Your reference:

GAO-12-722 World Health Organization
As the process of reform moves from development to implementation, WHO is focusing on the multiple challenges that might impede progress. Two of the specific challenges observed in the GAO report—namely the availability of sufficient resources, and the extent of support from internal and external WHO stakeholders—are equally of concern to WHO. In this regard, WHO is proceeding with measures designed to address the funding of reform, and, continuing extensive, internal and external consultative processes aiming to guide Organizational changes. Specifically, as noted in the GAO report, WHO recognizes that the development of a detailed implementation plan outlining goals, milestones, costs and indicators to monitor and measure the success of implementation, will be critical to ensure successful, institutional change. WHO welcomes the analysis that the study provides and notes that the key U.S. priorities—cost effectiveness, efficiency, accountability, and monitoring and evaluation—underscore and reflect the primary objectives of WHO’s programme of reform.

Yours Sincerely,

[margaret chan signature]

Dr Margaret Chan
Director-General
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